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Aliens word whizzle answers at the pub

Hello! Please see below all Word Whizzle Daily Puzzle Search January 20 2018 answers. This is one of the most popular games in the instant developed by Apprope. Word Whizzle Search has a very interesting daily puzzle in which you are given every single day a hint and you have to guess the correct keywords! The
puzzle tip of the day is in a bar so that the answers are linked to this hint. In case something is wrong or missing please let us know by leaving a comment below and one of our staff will be more than happy to help you. slootswkbfbthocvtriyaiaiaasdhlndndkbhucywjvvj ANSWERs: ALE, DARTS, stool, snacks, whiskey do
you solve the word Whizzle daily search puzzle January 20 2018 answers? Go back and see other solutions to Word Whizzle Daily Puzzle Search January 20 2018 2018 answers. Report this Aprope ad hit again with the word pop Whizzle. This is the latest game from the epic Word Whizzle and seems like a unique fun
way to pass the time. If you're struggling to find word Whizzle pop answers, then you're in the right place. Don't forget to connect with Facebook. This is the only way to save your progress. Now let's see the real reason you landed on this page. You're looking for: The word Whizzle pop level 2754 found in the bar
Answersbglocwp toyjxhr ljthgie oeetqsg ophylka ttable ssetqysAnswers: table, bottles, tap, beer, whiskey, stoolIf you are looking for different date answers then you go here: word Whizzle Pop answers Welcome! Another great app by The WordWhizzle Apprope team. We have all the answers and cheat you need to
overcome every level of Word Whizzle, an addictive game for Android, iPhone, iPod Touch and iPad. The answers are for all these levels duck, rabbit, chicken, goat, seagull, monkey, sheep, rooster, dolphin, stork, calf, turkey, cat, ostrich, dog, crab, pig, cow, camel, chimpanzee, horse, gazelle, whale, hippo, giraffe,
giraffe, lonely Horn, zebra, gorilla, elephant, lion, tiger, bull, snake, antelope, crocodile, moose, cheetah, bear, shark, spider, lizard, sea monster, dragon, dinosaurs, in the form below enter the first three characters from the top row and we will show you all the answers you want to know. The answers included a daily
puzzle as well. I'm going to get 4 points for this answer. Answer: UFO, hijacking, ship back here you will be able to find all wordWhizzle search answers, cheats and solutions. This is Word Whizzle search answers popular game developed by Apprope who are well known for developing exceptional trivia games. A few that
I mention are WordBubbles, Word Cross and Word Whizzle. The idea behind the game is simple and clear, you are given different messages and different hints. All you have to do is guess all the words! The answers are for all these levels baby, kid, junior, beginner, beginner, rookie, rookie, amateur, Skilled, specialized,
senior, expert, fanatics, elite, veteran, Pro, Star, hero, legend, master, hero, Grand Master, Grand Hero, Superstar, Genius, Sizzle Kid, National Hero, Grand Genius, Maestro, Wizard, Oracle, World Champion, Artificial Intelligence, Intergalactic Champion and Superstar Professor in the form below enter the first three
characters from the top row and will show you all the answers. The answers included a daily puzzle as well. S O T W K B B B F T T H O C V T I Y Y A A D D N K B B L R V V C W Y Y V J V J THEME: In Pub Puzzle is a size 7x7. Answer: Snacks, arrows, stool, whiskey, and le back Freddie Lubin will be just like any
other normal 11-year-old boy... However, it is neither normal nor simply a 'boy'. It is eleven though... And also a werewolf! Total drama reintroduces favorite cast members including Lovable Owen and Courtney Strictly. Although witches are persecuted by the Magic Inquisition, Seth, a talented young wizard, seeks to find
the origin of everything - radiant. 0-9 A B C D E F G H I K L M O O Q R S V W X Z Z Freddy Lupin will be like any other normal eleven-year-old boy... However, it is neither normal nor simply a 'boy'. It is eleven though... And also a werewolf! With real life and teen drama waiting for her after graduation grade 8, CJ has
only a short time left to make the most of her middle school years. The trip to school is a very special kind of life experience shared by millions of children around the world but in different ways. 12 girls entrusted with the task of investigating their genres in an innovative mix of theater and documentary series A with a
focus on Asian visual artists and their work. ABC ME recognition of the country played at the beginning of every day. The world's favorite cat hero donut has signature shoes and springs to work to protect the defenseless population of San Lorenzo. Each of us has at least one irrational fear in the case of Fu Figaro, he
has them all! Amazing people who do incredible things talk about the advice they'll give to their 12-year-old son. Live examples are used in the real world to provide statistics in the context of their contemporary use. After King Julien escapes from the kingdom, the cold appears on the island of Madagascar: Koto is
coming. In this heroic saga through the ages, Julian must find a way to restore his beloved kingdom. An amateur and his gang of animals in underwear work in a seaside hotel where there are no parents, no rules, no clothes... Almost well! The brand new boy band, Wonderland, is about to lose the final of the talent
competition and lights, for all the band girls, the girls here first. Two fraternal ants, Joey and Bo have an appetite for food, mischief and minimal levels of mass destruction Australian children of the day will have what it takes to be Who are their ancestors? With the paints, pens and pixels Ricky Martin's Ninja Art evokes
miniature masterpieces, he revives viral videos and with his usual motley crew of mates he jumps on his skateboard to make incredible art in amazing places. Welcome to the wonderful world of Matty and Dada, where learning meets creativity and imagination. From table tennis to a fixed bar, sledding and curling, the
animals of Atlético sports interact according to their personality. This is the story of young Joey i felt the transformation from superfan to superhero. Celebrate the achievements of the 2021 Australian Year, the Australian Youth Of the Year Award, the Senior Australianof the Year, and the Winners of the Local Champion
Award in Australia. From the Australian Prime Minister's Centre at the Museum of Australian Democracy, this series features Australia's leaders, featuring the rise of their careers and giving insights into the different eras that lead the nation. We travel to cities and remote areas of Australia to talk to children from some of
the country's most exclusive and inspiring communities. A fast-paced, edgy and unexpected animated comedy after the crazy adventures of the mismatched brother and the sister duo. Dive into the incredible world of Australia's Great Barrier Reef as Barney Harwood and Gemma Hunt discover creatures that are quirky,
crazy and creepy - and what's more, they're all connected! Three bedbugs friends who are making their way into a great new city that is more exciting and full of adventure than anywhere before. Each episode introduced us to a new sport. The fun element is everything important! Every athlete loves their sport - and talks
to Theo about it. ABC ME meets some BFFs who explains what makes pal their #1! The story of Lynn, who made a billion dollars from the invention of a new toilet roll, and his 12-year-old son Joe who seems to be all he could want but what he really needs is a friend. Join Chef Escargot and Suzette's waitress at Le
Bistro Escargot as they attend Jasmine and Daniel, who are lost on a school trip with their French class. Boroto and his friends have full hands when investigating a dangerous entity known as the Ghost. Can Buruto save the village? The Gumbles are fun-loving to bounce and play while staying away from the smelly
Bottersnikes living in a nearby scrap yard. Based on David Walliams's best-selling children's book, The Boy in Dress is a celebration of creativity, variation, football and fashion. Breaking the Future is the show that brings you news tomorrow, today! Determined to prevent his best friend's shoes from being transported to
school with better sports facilities, Bruno mobilizes boys from MacDonald Hall and girls from Scrimmage Academy to raise money for a swimming pool. Where tradition and freedom of expression once ruled MacDonald Hall and the Academy of Skirmish, now there is Mr. And Mrs. Peabody. The headmaster (Sturgeon)
had enough to put an end to Bruno and The Alien Boots, he separated them; A fun and high-energy way to get to know current issues and events in the world. Find out what's happening in the world with a newsletter designed for you. A special episode of BTN contains a collection of stories related to the subject. Come
on a journey to a hidden world that's right under our noses, where the impossible is possible and even the smallest things can be epic! MEET 12-YEAR-OLD DARE AND MASTERMIND MCGEE, WHO WAS HEADING FOR AN AWESOME SUMMER AT SUNNY CAMP SMILES WHEN HIS BUS TOOK A WRONG TURN
AND LANDED HIM IN A LIFETIME, RUNNING DOWN AND SCARY SCARY CAMP LAKEBOTTOM! Anyone can become a cartoonist thanks to this series hosted by Sketch Guru Jazza! This series teaches the concepts of general chemistry using real-life challenges in energy, materials development, biochemistry and
the environment. Citizen's Blog explains how the digital world works, from the inside out. Cleopatra in space is an untold story of Cleopatra's teenage years when they are transported to the galaxy of the future ruled by modern cats. In a town obsessed with sardine you don't understand, Flint Lockwood is a teenager who
tries to change the invention of the world once. Luckily for him, best friend/aspiring meteorologist Sam Spars is there to lend a helping hand! Learn about the convicted children, why they were transferred to Australia, how they lived in the colony and what became of them. Do you want to know how to make something?
Just ask me! From the art of food, to origami, to hairstyles, to kites. A team of five racers, led by eccentric maze master Richard Ayoade, journey through four fictional time zones in this adventure game show. This special hour-long event, made in collaboration with the National Theatre, examines how one of Britain's
best-loved books has been transformed into an award-winning theatre production. Former ballet student Tara Webster is eager to return to her dreams after a devastating injury leaves her unable to dance. Danger Mouse, the world's greatest secret agent, has a mission to protect the world, multiple parallel universes and
Willesden Green from the evil machinations of the evil Baron Greenback. This series tells the history of the world through a few key dates. Driven by the delivery of historian Patrick Bouchron, history comes to life in an easy and lively way. Crazy animated comedy series that follows the adventures of Zack and Dio, as
Zack strives to become the best butt fighter in the world! Steve Backshall is back for the Deadly 60 - face to face with the world's deadliest animals and for the first time investigate deadly threats to their survival. Steve Backshall is on the hunt for the most deadly animals he has walked the Earth: Dinosaurs. Two
indigenous artists, Lillian and Crombie shares this emotional story that explores the heart of their existence and the essence of their connection to each other. Robert Fielding and Zaachariaha Fielding tell their story of reconnecting with culture and identity at their home in Mimili, in the far north-west of South Australia.
Sisters Tarry and Calina Sainsbury move seamlessly together as they dance across the stage, with a connection to the culture and powerful women's energy that exists at every step. Nekton's undersea adventures continue with new and old friends, amazing sea creatures, large, small and huge. But more importantly,
they finally take a look at their ultimate goal: the lost city of Lemoria. Focus on marine life, land-sea bonding, ocean protection and repair. Ava, Drew and Pip are committed to bringing everything that's definitely not news. The school is in session, meaning tears, laughter and turmoil at Degrassi High School. The worst
school in the country becomes the best overnight. How to? Devil's Manager! It is up to a gang of intrepid kids to eliminate his master plan, save their school and the world! Mark Wright and Lauren Layfield recruit expert designers and builders to build dream dens for lucky young people. Denise and Gunher are joined by
their unrepressed friends Ruby, JJ and Pieface to unleash harm on Pinotown. Together they cook crazy plans and push all the other Pinotown residents to their limits. Three nerdy friends and a school bully must get themselves thrown into custody to find the entrance to a maze of trap-laden tunnels protecting the hidden
laboratory of The Belner from Alexander Graham Bell. Dana is a 9-year-old fiesty paleontologist in training who eats, sleeps and breathes Dinos. The battles and constructions are bigger than ever when Tai, Rivfet and the team have returned. Happy going lucky Louis wakes up to what he thinks will be just another
regular school day, but for some strange reason the world around him just doesn't work. When 11-year-old Stella gets her first wheelchair, Rocky, this first set of wheels means freedom. When Speed Demon and record holder Josh Willey hears that there is someone in town faster than him, he and the twins (Shay and
Brent) set around to find Barry's imaginary and legendary exhaustion to challenge him to a race. Doctor XIII is back for an exciting series of 10 parts. Yaz, Ryan and Graham are far away on earth and discover a disturbing plan involving the Daleks but the doctor is locked away in a high-security foreign prison. Dr. Seuss'
whimsical story comes to life on stage with the notorious Grinch plotting to steal Christmas in this timeless classic. The threat of Magen Pow is over, and Joko and friends live in peace. Then there is Piros, the god of destruction. The story finally moves beyond the universe, to a new stage! The From the fall, the teeth and
dragon riders continue as they take on their new responsibility as defenders of Burke. The adventures of Heikub and Sutless must continue after a series of shocking revelations that threatens the dragon's kind path forever. Adventures of Dragon Master Hiccup Trainer, his faithful dragon teeth and his friends on Burke as



they explore the wild frontier while battling fierce enemies. Do you have a special place for you? Get to know some friendly faces and explore some of the most amazing places in Dream With Me! Denise and Gunher are joined by their unrepressed friends Ruby, JJ and Pieface to unleash harm on Pinotown. Set at the
dawn of time, when prehistoric creatures and woolly mammoths wandered into the earth, digging alongside chum Hognob unite his tribe against the mighty enemy of Lord Nooth and his Bronze Age city to save their homeland. We investigate critical environmental issues affecting our world, as well as the impact of our
surroundings on our physical and mental well-being. Ecomaths is a new way to see how mathematics is used in the real world to create a sustainable future. Everyday English helps you learn English through topics that are usually discussed on the go of life in Australia. Six young men trace their family history to see what
life in post-war Britain was like and to discover how society has changed. The Extraordinaries are characterized by young Australians doing amazing things. The adventures of Timmy Turner and his superstitious repertoire continue, as they create ruin giving his desires. Have you ever wondered why some people easily
connect with classical music, while statistically as much as 95% of the U.S. population has a problem getting into it? The music series falling in love with music is a fun listening process. 12 girls tasked with investigating their species in an innovative mix of theater, documentary, hurricanes, earthquakes, tsunamis and
lightning; Lena Greski, who is now stuck in 2019 with her boyfriend Henry, follows while her modern-day enemy Hassa was thrown back in time to 1905. It's Hannah Bradford's senior year in high school as a 12-year-old transgender girl, who has to navigate the challenges that come with starting a new school and finding
the courage to live as her most authentic self. The landline presents stories from its archives to explore the past and future of Australia's First Nation farmers. When the Honda Tohru house is discovered by the mysterious Soma clan, it finds itself living with Yuki, Keo, and Shiguri Soma. Four bright-eyed young comics
eager to make people laugh team up with some of Australia's funniest women to create their first comedy show. When Ben's 'boring' grandma reveals her amazing past as international thief, together they set off on an adventure to steal the crown jewels. Using case studies from the best fashion houses, textile designers
and the world's most innovative companies, this series showcases textiles in the 21st century. Get it together! Australian children tuck into their families in the hope of fixing their bad habits! A fast-paced introduction to a range of wonderful professions. From animation to wildlife caregivers to musicians, discover how
successful people got the jobs of their dreams, and listen to their tips for you! Step into the wilderness with dirtgirl and Costa Gnome Park and find that math is hiding in every corner. Good Game: Point Spawning (GGSP) is a show for younger players, by players. Join Rad, Will, Gems and D.A.R.R.E.N. Bit sized snack
from a good spawning point game! Mysterious Mac life is turned upside down on its 13th birthday when she discovers she can communicate with spirits! A series of stories told by an indigenous character named Grandpa Haniant. Grandpa's Great Escape is the story of grandpa, flying World War II ace, and his grandson
Jack. What was life like for working-class children in Australian cities in the early 20th century? How different or similar is their day to yours? The next generation of gym stars prove that they have the talent and mental strength to climb to the top of their sport. Inspired by henry Winkler's real-life experiences, this winning
series about the world's biggest underachieving is funny, fast-paced, touching, honest and insightful. Hardball follows fish out of the water Mickey and two inappropriate colleagues, Salwa and Jerry. Cramming? Make Mickey the sweetest acest of the best western Sydney handball champion ever seen. Harriet Army is an
exciting World War I family drama after the adventures of a group of brave children and designed as they hold the front line at home. Have you ever wondered what would happen if the earth was flat? Or if the moon is made of cheese or can you travel on time? Based in a museum-like space with a central atrium and
four corridors to denote the four corners of the earth, the hosts trigger stories and then follow the knowledge by traveling through time through the corridors to a time and place in the past. Actor and comedian Stephen Fry presides over a feast of every bit better than series 1 and 2 of Terrible History. Made specifically for
school students, the series takes viewers on a journey through the house - Parliament. We explore the science of sound, music and musical instruments in this series of short films. How to do good stuff is back with more recipes, pranks, tips and tricks to make sure you're never bored again! How to Make: Brainy Bites is
a bright and fun educational series that includes account elements all by stopping the magic movement and healthy, delicious recipes. Series of animated documentaries exploring Children living with different diseases and conditions. Creepy creepy are sticky, squashy, stingy little pests. Or so we all think but they have a
thing or two to say about it. I am a fish that features a variety of marine creatures who invite us to their underwater world. They tell us all kinds of fun and interesting facts about where they live, what they do and how they live in such deep places! Everything changes for icy stars and a new series of high expectations,
laughter, tears and inevitable drama - as they know very well, anything can happen on the ice. Focusing primarily on Iceland's eruption in 2010, this program first asks why people choose to live in volcanic areas? We pair three different boys with mentors who reduce typical gender expectations in today's modern
workplaces. A look at how a country's geographical features are shaped by the way people live and work. Aspiring musicians get in tune with real-life music stars in an interview and jam sessions. When ten-year-old Moody, a terribly talented observer of human behavior, forms an investigative agency with her colleagues
Ezra, Eva and Kyle, no school or neighborhood crime is left unsolved. Lufthansa's Lovettis are halfway to its goal of collecting all the elements in the periodic table when given a mass of something radioactive that has been identified as element 126. When you find a beautiful magic lamp they are transported to old
Baghdad. There she meets Aladdin and together they embark on epic adventures. What makes the stars flash? Why is the sky blue? What is a black hole? From The Astrospace Laboratory Dr. Alan Duffy, these questions are answered and more as host Grace Koh is launched into outer space! A series focused on
Asian visual artists and their work. Catch up with all the actions of Eurovision Junior now on the ME ABC app! The song contest will also be repeated on ABC ME on Saturday at 10.55am. This exhibition gives regular school children a chance to become junior veterinarians. When Yui Herasawa enters high school, she
wants to join the club but can't decide which one is right for her. Fortunately, the Light Music Club is desperate to find another member or it will be solved! 11-year-old Katie is the older sister of an older and mixed sister. Her life changes dramatically when she suffers an injury and is unable to walk again. Keeko lives in a
beautiful forest with bird playmates and a dog. Together they find fun activities and new games to play. Along the way they discover how to interact, solve problems, and show their care to each other. We follow the trials and tribulations of girls playing football at the highest level in the age group. With the help of science
men Luke and Wyatt, human baby and goat baby get creative in a friendly contest to determine who is the best baby! This sensitive drama series tells young people and family Stories of children who lived through the most difficult era in modern history. Comey, a 6-year-old playful girl, notices the world's animals in her
photo book and takes you to meet them on every continent! Panda Bo and five angry defend the Valley of Peace from villains of various genres. Five best friends chase their dreams of musical stardom together, but find themselves fighting their way through a wild series of Kuu Kuu Adventures. Our Land Languages is an
active inter-ethnic educational series that shares the indigenous language of Yugambeh, located in south-east Queensland. Our novice reporter Knox takes 3 competitors Games Invictus in the roll of honor, chatting about their experiences leading to games and what it's like to represent their country. Life is tough when
you're half a foot off the ground with your head in the clouds, but that doesn't carry this rescue puppy again! Taking place after 70 years of avatar events: another Airbender, this follows the adventures of symbolism after Ang. The high-octane travel series hosted by Grace Koh, facing challenges from children across
Australia to walk, meet, splash, eat and jump around their hometown. The best fun anyone can be learning math! Topics covered include a mixed-media diagram of numbers, shapes, primary angles, ocean, area, pie charts, fractions, fractions, percentage points, and algebra. Two men, no job and an 8-year-old owner
who wants her money! Listis is Rich (Smart One) and Matt (the other), a strange couple house mates who live on dwindling returns from failed online videos. Little J, he's five and big cuz, she's nine. They are a couple of indigenous Australian children living with Nana and the old dog. Ms. Goncha's class graduates from
sixth grade and everyone's excited to go to high school, but when they reveal the explosive news that Rory can't graduate with them, no one longs to leave school anymore. Using songs and sitcoms, our wacky challenges host Hamza and his mischievous robot cat find answers to mathematical puzzles. Dorothy and her
dog Toto are transported away by a magical tornado to the strange and wonderful land of Oz. Blow up those beach balls, people! Corky, Judy, Hello Sun and Caleb at the time of their lives at the world famous Sparkview Resort to make it pop one hour summer splash episode. Darryl arrives for her first term at Mallory
Towers - her dreams of adventure come true! Ultimate action-packed sci-fi comedy competition series! Real kids compete in sports challenges to face the greatest huge monster stars to win prizes and save the earth. In all the entertaining and funny short math, Eric 'mathemagician' shares secrets from an unhidden world
of mathematics, such as measuring the height of a tree using your thumb! The Ramsay Punch in Los Angeles and Cornwall for a fun summer packed with incredible challenges, Hollywood stars and delicious tele recipes - Sky Holiday! ABC ME Grace and Pip are celebrating Australian Christmas by posting some festive
delight - with the help of some of their colleagues! The midnight gang follows a young boy named Tom after being admitted to hospital after a cricket accident. Mike is a vibrant clay with refined tastes who longs for a quiet life but instead, finds himself protecting the house from a wild bunch of rascally raccoons, edgy
turtles and adorable fluffy cat. Take a closer look at the parts of the brain that relate to the mind and practice mind-numbing techniques that help us feel happy, reflective and more productive. In these 10-minute lessons, Australian teachers teach basic literacy skills. Australian teachers teach important numeracy skills in
these 10 lessons. In these 10-minute lessons, Australian teachers teach basic science skills. In these 10-minute lessons, Australian teachers teach basic science skills. Minibeasts Heroes is an animated series that takes you up close and personal with six Aussie insects to show you how they save the world. Beetle and
Cat Noir have more powers and superhero mates to help them, which will now be useful that The Moth Hook has an ally now too. Marinette's class is scheduled to travel to New York, but if the heroes are away, who will be watching Paris? Mocha, king of the son of the Savannah, leaves the house one day to go explore
his vast kingdom. Cherries, the rhinoceros of the Royal Guard, are sent along to ensure his protection but Mocha always finds a way to get her in trouble! Mulaning is an affectionate, humorous look at the relationship between eccentric, joyful, enthusiastic rabbit, shy, horse, and passionate little chick. 1 monster plus 1
unsuspecting deception equals the fun of chaos. Who knows what's going to happen! This presentation provides a clear explanation of the processes that have caused montserrat's recent volcanic activity. Temperament determines the big feelings in little people. Inspired by strong research on children's mind, it directs
audiences to label and understand emotions in different ways. On the edge of teen Taylor Fry got a lot to deal with; Change the body, a flood of hormones, uncompromising judgment by her peers, first stirring, mutual crushing, and total embarrassment to her parents. A young indigenous dance-based health and fitness
program that teaches viewers a crazy dance routine and presents the latest indigenous hip-hop beats. Lonely 12-year-old Chloe invites local tramp Mr Stink yaxa and his dog The Duchess to hide in her family's garden shed. The merger is like Donky Kong but how can the Mustangs stand united? MY: 24 FEATURES
TWENTY-SIX YOUNG DATING from the life-changing experience within 24 hours. My big big big adventure captures the real stories of the kids and celebrities who were there and shows that no matter how hard the challenge, with the right tools there is always a way to make your big adventure better! My life follows the
highs and lows of children around the world, each with a unique story to tell. Shelby's not a running girl. She likes to have short hair, hates wearing make-up and can't stand in pink. She is happy in this way adapted from the award-winning children's book of the same name, my place is the story of children living in the
same place in Australia for over 130 years. Each episode will feature science, exploration, fun and excitement that Mythbusters is known to follow the exploits of our intrepid group of emerging as they set out to prove or bust a legend. Each of us has at least one irrational fear in the case of Fu Figaro, he has them all!
Morph is one of the oldest and most loved cartoon characters Aardman. Inspired by Khoart's 16th century Chinese journey to the West, follow a teenage girl and three fallen gods on a perilous journey as they try to end a demonic reign of chaos and restore balance to their world. Join us in celebrating the new year with
New Year's Eve 2020: An Early Night Show! This season, the dancers face some tough decisions as they decide whether their aspirations are more important than their own aspirations from the A-Troupe as a whole. Documentary footage of the dancers from the next step, as they prepare for their first-ever tour of
Canada to homes sold over eight weeks. Join South Maroubra Neibers as they work, swim, paddle and rescue, battle nature, face their fears and push themselves beyond their comfort zone during training and carnivals so they can become lifesavers for the future. In the final series, boys anywhere are back, more
powerful than ever and with an unlikely new member. Follow the adventures of numbers and learn through animations, fun songs and games! Agents Olive and Otto have returned to work in a child-run organization that investigates anything strange, strange and particularly strange. Watch seven Oddbod friends survive
the dangers of everyday life, and ordinary whirlpool situations in unusual events. After Santa Claus is accidentally by bubbles' latest invention, Christmas Eve is thrown into chaos. It's up to Oddbods to rally together and reverse the effects in order to save Santa and Christmas! Join Boxy, Trey and Roh as they dance and
bounce around discovering shapes, numbers and fractions! Dr. Chris and Dr. Xand show us how incredible the human body is. With great stunts and experiments it will explore the extraordinary ways medicine can fix us. Dr. Chris and Dr. Xand brought their lab into Xand Kitchen! In each episode. Doctors show you the
experience of trying at home. Dr. Chris and Dr. Xand turn back the clock and consider what medicine was like in World War I. Want to know how to arrange your life? Packed with loads of life-defining know-how, this show cracks the code of your daily dilemmas. Dr. Chris, Dr. Xand and Dr. Rons explore the science
behind the Coronavirus epidemic, answering your questions about why the outbreak occurs and what the virus does to your body. These bold duets are about to do something brave and powerful, but it doesn't involve a footy clash or warrior style quest! With huge Australian musicians, awesome hosts Linda Marigliano
and Dylan Alcott and a huge studio audience, the party group is broadcast live from our home party to you. Nine-year-old Tiana knows it would take a miracle to get her pen license. Pencil Fellows follows the adventures of alien, bee, cockatoo and dinosaurs, four topper pencil friends who learn about language, literacy
and storytelling through stories they read, write and share together. Join Skipper, Kolski and Rico especially on their new adventures in Central Park. Petography is a show in which pets, with the help of trusty humans, and the image shoots of their dream become a reality! Move over Katy Perry, Yak Efron, and Horsey
Styles there are some new pet stars in town! Our very own Pip Rasmussen will give us a take on how to handle everything in life - from bouncing back from online bullying, to packing the best deals when shopping savings. Four stories written and edited by students from Melbourne Indigenous Transitional School (MITS).
An inspiring and highly personalized series of mini-documents after six incredibly talented British sports stars, across their six different outdoor and adventurous disciplines, they take on a challenge that pushes their skills to the limit. Studies from the popular ABC series Compass, covering topics in history, religious
studies, original studies and civics. This series features contemporary poets including Jackie Kay, Gillian Clark and Ciaran Carson in a conversation with hip-hop star Akala about some of their loved poems. Host Bizmsen and her team of A-grade scammers are repeating pranks! Teen spy McKeyla teams up with three
other super smart girls (Adrian, Bryden and Camryn) in the NOV8 spy agency as secret agents who use their scientific and technological skills to save the day. Project Planet showcases a group of dynamic young people from three diverse classrooms across the country who are ready to change things. There are no
offers on this list. Although witches are persecuted by the Magic Inquisition, Seth, a talented young wizard, seeks to find the origin of it - Radioactive. Zoe lives with her father and evil mother-in-law and is so unhappy she befriends Armitage rats. Evil Bert wants to make him into a burger and Zoe to stop him. Six
teenagers arrive at Arcadia House to pursue their dreams. For some it's a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity, and for others it's a last chance. The usually manic playground is a mix of punk, hip-hop, funk, electro-pop and everything in between. 27 music students and 8 dancers from schools across NSW come together to
work with London Symphony Orchestra animation orchestra Paul Reisman to recreate Romeo Prokofiev and Juliet. Join these legendary heroes in half a shell as they master new weapons and powers, battle absurd mutants and discover a hidden city under New York, while always finding time to slice out their favorite
pizza. 40 teams of amateur robot fighting amateurs battle out over a series of rounds in a huge purpose-built arena designed to become a hero of robot wars. It wasn't long before the world started misbehaving about Dave. A supernatural sitcom about the ultimate odd couple. Sadie is a teen therapist in training and
Gilbert is an old rabbit forced out of retirement to guide her. Osaji Tsukino is chosen to be a guardian of justice and is sent on a quest to locate silver crystal before the dark kingdom invades the earth. Filled with fun new adventures, follow Sally and Possum as they explore, discover, and get to know the world around
them using Australian sign language (Urslan). Twelve-year-old Sally, with the help of her best friend Doowee, runs a detective agency called S.B.I. - Sally Bollywood Investigations - an investigative specialist in all the stadiums of Little Bombay. Short documentary images of primary school children with a range of
disabilities, educational differences and medical conditions. Follow the adventures of Dewey Finn, a rocker who poses as a substitute teacher at a prestigious junior high school as he teaches his students unconventional and over-playing and love rock 'n' roll. Welcome to Max Science: Large-scale experiments, an
exciting new series hosted by McCordic that turbo counts table experiments that are usually made in the classroom science lab. Fast-paced, elegant, extravagant horror comedy. Based on the hit book series, Scream Street follows Luke Watson, a regular teen apart from The Werewolf Gene! Ginger moves from her home
in Sydney to Hughes' house, full of boys! Jaral struggles with the embarrassment of being a 12-year-old girl while trying to learn the language of Nongar to honor her family and Sean's culture is a sheep that doesn't follow the herd, in fact he leads them to all sorts of scratches and scratches, turning peace in the valley
into a mess in the meadow. Sean's own sporting sheep! When the farmer goes to the market to buy food for sheep, he inadvertently returns with three unsure of what to do with them he puts them in the field with his flock of sheep. Sean decides to take a day off and have some fun. Mix with farms, caravan and steep hill
lead them all to the big city and it's up to Sean and herding to safely get everyone home. When Jay Hamon discovers an awesome power ring that turns him into a mighty superhero, he begins to live every rough man's dream and stumble! Follow Ellie and his crew as they explore the luminous, high-tech, underground
world where each cave carries a new adventure, new battles and strange little molluscs are discovered! The doudrama about World War 1. In each episode we visit a different child, in a different country and experience what the First World War was for him or her. With extraordinary access to the latest research and
development, this exhibition explores the latest smart materials. This three-part series follows three-character experiences with identity and self-esteem, as it navigates social media and real-world relationships. We go on a journey of personal discovery and a variety of nine masked adults thinking of themselves as
children, sharing the moments of spark and epiphany that have changed their lives - and rewarding and stimulating careers. The spirit of a wild Mustang meets the brave 12-year-old Lucky, who matches his own courage. In Champaign, every day there is a new world championship. Best friends Spongo, Win and Galpina
just want to win the cup... A cup. Lily, Martha and Gus are back. See how designers create products that meet the user's needs and are comprehensive. We see how designers define their market, think about the values and needs of users, and respond to the challenges of demographic change and overall design. A
teenage boy travels to find his missing father just to discover that he is actually bigfoot. Pip, Drew and Ava are here with heaps of fun videos. Pack down your week with points, Eva and Drew! We hang out with awesome guests, we spin a wheel of random, and guaranteed someone is going to get gooped! In a world
where very little time remains to wonder, this new animated series invites you to look at the stars. Fred Sirieix and Allegra McEvedy are looking for a new generation of young talent who can make it great in the restaurant industry. Steve travels to the Alps in Switzerland, where he tries to climb the northern face of Eiger,
facing snow-capped slopes and blinding snowstorms. Authors and illustrators share their most important story-building tips as students review their favorite books. Charlie and Pierce are two teenage wannabe warrior heroes who, along with the ghost spirit of Q Girl, master the skills they need to replace the aging
monster killer by doing a strange, supernatural housework. Film about Transition to femininity when summer gets her menstrual for the first time and tries to make the meaning of her body bloom. Do you like awesomeness? Nothing seems more awesome than being a 13-year-old who protects the world by fighting
alongside his best friend who happens to be a living Rex Tyrannosaurus?!! Imagine meeting your biggest hero and being able to spend a day in their shoes asking all the questions you want answers to! Well, ABC ME makes it happen to some lucky Aussie fans! While playing the role-playing virtual reality game Sword
Online Art discovers that the game creator is holding them captive and if they die in the game, they die in real life. In a new world where nothing seems familiar, how can you survive and thrive? Luckily for Jack's Slick City, his new best friend Tashi is the perfect guide through this topsy-turvy world. It's hard to be a
teenager but imagine if your parents are very famous iconic fairy characters? Trying to live up to their expectations would make the life of any teenager closer to impossible! Do you allow a teenager to take over the family finances? Teen Boss Do! Four ninja turtles, mutated by a mysterious alien material, must rise from
the sewers and defend their city against the evil forces of both the past and the present. Tell Me A Tale is a series of interludes that explores well-being and emotional intelligence using real voices, Australian kids, with animations based on their very own drawings. With their country under threat from a huge dust cloud
and mysterious Serrs lurking inside, a small group of children have to make their way to Thalu, a place of great power. The world's favorite cat hero donut has signature shoes and springs to work to protect the defenseless population of San Lorenzo. Each of us has at least one irrational fear in the case of Fu Figaro, he
has them all! A fast-paced, edgy and unexpected animated comedy after the crazy adventures of the mismatched brother and the sister duo. Based on David Walliams's best-selling children's book, The Boy in Dress is a celebration of creativity, variation, football and fashion. A team of five racers, led by eccentric maze
master Richard Ayoade, journey through four fictional time zones in this adventure game show. This special hour-long event, made in collaboration with the National Theatre, examines how one of Britain's best-loved books has been transformed into an award-winning theatre production. Crazy animated comedy series
that follows the adventures of Zack and Dio, as Zack strives to become the best butt fighter in the world! Nekton's undersea adventures continue with new and old friends, amazing sea creatures, large, small and huge. But more importantly, they finally take a look at their ultimate goal: the lost city of Lemoria. The worst
school in It gets better overnight. How to? Devil's Manager! It is up to a gang of intrepid kids to eliminate his master plan, save their school and the world! Mark Wright and Lauren Layfield recruit expert designers and builders to build dream dens for lucky young people. The Extraordinaries are characterized by young
Australians doing amazing things. The adventures of Timmy Turner and his superstitious repertoire continue, as they create ruin giving his desires. Four bright-eyed young comics eager to make people laugh team up with some of Australia's funniest women to create their first comedy show. Made specifically for school
students, the series takes viewers on a journey through the house - Parliament. When ten-year-old Moody, a terribly talented observer of human behavior, forms an investigative agency with her colleagues Ezra, Eva and Kyle, no school or neighborhood crime is left unsolved. Taking place after 70 years of avatar events:
another Airbender, this follows the adventures of symbolism after Ang. Two men, no job and an 8-year-old owner who wants her money! Listis is Rich (Smart One) and Matt (the other), a strange couple house mates who live on dwindling returns from failed online videos. The midnight gang follows a young boy named
Tom after being admitted to hospital after a cricket accident. Take a closer look at the parts of the brain that relate to the mind and practice mind-numbing techniques that help us feel happy, reflective and more productive. Each of us has at least one irrational fear in the case of Fu Figaro, he has them all! Morph is one of
the oldest and most loved cartoon characters Aardman. Inspired by Khoart's 16th century Chinese journey to the West, follow a teenage girl and three fallen gods on a perilous journey as they try to end a demonic reign of chaos and restore balance to their world. This season, the dancers face some tough decisions as
they decide whether their aspirations are more important than their own aspirations from the A-Troupe as a whole. Documentary footage of the dancers from the next step, as they prepare for their first-ever tour of Canada to homes sold over eight weeks. After Santa Claus is accidentally by bubbles' latest invention,
Christmas Eve is thrown into chaos. It's up to Oddbods to rally together and reverse the effects in order to save Santa and Christmas! With huge Australian musicians, awesome hosts Linda Marigliano and Dylan Alcott and a huge studio audience, the party group is broadcast live from our home party to you. Nine-year-
old Tiana knows it would take a miracle to get her pen license. Join Skipper, Kolski and Rico especially on their new adventures in Central Park. A teenage boy travels to find his missing father just to discover that he is actually bigfoot. Authors and illustrators The most important tips for building a story while students
review their favorite books. Charlie and Pierce are two teenage wannabe warrior heroes who, along with the ghost spirit of Q Girl, master the skills they need to replace the aging monster killer by doing a strange, supernatural housework. What's life like for a man only 15 cm tall? The answer is to be present in every
episode of this series. Identical 12-year-old twins with unexplained abilities, a global conspiracy. One question: Who is not on the list? Armed with a talent for harm and unstoppable imagination, Bell Blinky and his best mate Jaco take on the outback! These children can turn even the simplest challenges into epic
adventures. Explore what it's like to be a puppy during the most important, experimental year of their lives - from the moment they were born to their first birthday! Oscar shares his thoughts with Paul and Tegan about travel, love, the future, adults and jobs! Take a trip to the park like no other as Jürgen and his oddball
gang of gorillas reveal a secret world of talking animals. From boxing turtles to beat the y human penguins, everything is possible in the zoo. This is me presents young Australians as they share their thoughts about their lives, friends and family. Six Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander artists from the National Gallery of
Australia share their connection to the country, how their art and identity inspire, and take us to places across Australia where their art begins. This place: The view from the beach focuses on the history and culture of indigenous communities along australia's east coast. Whenever a disaster occurs, the Tracy brothers
drive their vehicles from the deep ocean to the top of space areas to help others in need. Host Vanessa Lachey and Chief Justice Curtis Stone guide twelve young chefs as they compete against each other in a variety of culinary challenges for the title sought after by top chef Son Total Dramas presents favorite cast
members including lovable Owen and nervous Courtney, aging them from teenagers to young children. Identical 12-year-old twins with unexplained abilities, a global conspiracy. One question: Who is not on the list? Hundreds of years into the future, in the last living colony on earth, twenty-four teenagers are selected to
participate in an annual music competition known as the Model. Explore the world of volcanoes - their formation and types, the risks and benefits they bring to us. Five unsuspecting teenagers, transported from Earth to the middle of a sprawling intergalactic war, become pilots of five robotic lions in the battle to protect the
universe from evil. Sharpen your claws and get ready to pounce, WAC (World Animal Championship) is here! Our mud heroes are making a meeting with their window-cleaning service when they stumble upon the villain. determined to create a national wool shortage. Wallace likes some nice cheese but the backboard is
naked, so he should look further. Soon our plastic heroes off on a journey in a home-made rocket to a place that is all cheese - the moon! Amid the chaos of opening a new bread-making business, Wallace falls in love with local beauty, while Gromit becomes a sleuth to solve the mysterious disappearance of a dozen
local bakers. Wallace and Gromit are involved in the story of skulduggery when the evil penguin, posing as an innocent shelter, traps Wallace as an unwitting accomplice in the diamond heist. Craig Reucassel returns for series 2 of a historical series that has sparked action across the country. The Listies team with Zoe
Coombs Mar and a truck load of her fellow comedians to perform a song absolutely not rude about washing your hands! Inspired by the world of nursery rhyme, myth and mischief, alien rhymes feature some alien creatures. A show for young people in our society who are not often seen or heard their voices, stories and
perspectives. With a tablespoon of creativity, a little tradition, and a dash of fun - these Australian families have all the ingredients they need to answer the very important question... What's dinner? Follow the daily lives of children living in eight different countries around the world, speak a different language, and their
habits, discoveries, excitement scares and challenges vary. Armed with a talent for harm and unstoppable imagination, Bell Blinky and his best mate Jaco take on the outback! These children can turn even the simplest challenges into epic adventures. Fast-paced, high-energy animated comedy that follows the
intergalactic exploits of Winston Steinberger, his Dudley cat and the odd high-moter named Hampton - three unlikely to be Amigos. Des has wild adventures with his friends Akiko and Puffin, who scramble to undo the consequences of his desires went wrong. Explore what it's like to be a puppy during the most important,
experimental year of their lives - from the moment they were born to their first birthday! Oscar shares his thoughts with Paul and Tegan about travel, love, the future, adults and jobs! A series of pants looking at some of the lesser-known jobs in the arts. Lively and informative display featuring a cast of kids conducting
wonderful experiments, solving mind bending puzzles and performing magic tricks that you can do at home. The art of creative writing, stage writing and musical composition is explored in this series. There are no offers on this list. We meet australians who are well-known for their experiences, challenges and memories
from year 7 and help inspire young people to adapt to a new chapter in their school life. Designed specifically for a younger audience, these special classroom editions of You Can't Ask That Provide Unique Insights the lives of various Australians. Eleanor Nairny looks to international oil paintings from a range of art and
art movements. She explores the painting as it comes to life around her, giving an introduction to her style, artist and historical context. Take a trip to the park like no other as Jürgen and his oddball gang of gorillas reveal a secret world of talking animals. From boxing turtles to beat the y human penguins, everything is
possible in the zoo. Zoo.
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